
The Top Three
Tips To Ease

Pain & Increase
Mobility



1. Win The War Against Your
Hip Flexors

In The famous words of John Romaniello - your hip flexors are waging a war against
your posture and health

We all spend the bulk of our time sitting in today's day and age

Sitting causes our hip flexors to tighten and our glutes to switch off. Anterior tilts begin
to form bad habits and it is an all around recipe for disaster that severely heightens our
chances of experiencing back pain

What can we do to rectify this?

Enter the couch stretch - made famous by Kelly "The Supple Leopard" Starrett

You can find an explanation plus video of it here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Lo59eqVip6I

We recommend spending at least 4 minutes per side each day - done in 2 x 2min
blocks - one in the morning and one in the evening

Feel free to add more time spent in the positions if you have it - it will only be beneficial
for you plus your body will LOVE you for it

Kelly Starrett - The Couch Stretch



2. Mobility Practice

Rome was not built in a day

And your mobility will not get better overnight, or a week for that matter

It is something that must be 'trained' - and the best way to do that is to practice it daily
with a routine

My personal favourite is ROMWOD - why? I don't have to think about anything and it
attacks every aspect of the body 

The negative. It's not individualised, nor is it specific. You may need a ton of ankle and
hip flexor work - and ROMWOD may neglect this as it focus total body

The answer?

Figure out your weaknesses in regards to mobility - and attack them. Daily

Tight ankles? Focus on them for a few minutes each as added extra to your normal
mobility practice

Personally. I perform 20minutes of work on my hip flexors, ankles, shoulders, and quads
daily. If something is aggravating me - it gets the majority of my focus. 

If I've had an intense squat session, my lower body is getting some extra love that
morning and tomorrow morning

They key is to get into a routine. A habit. And continually bettering your weaknesses.
Inch by inch. Minute by minute. Day by day.



3. Never Do It Before
Training....

Why? The entire purpose of mobility and stretching is to relax into the stretch, foam roller,
or ball, and let it do it's work

Physiologically. This is activating the parasympathetic nervous system

The rest and digest cascade

Your heart rate and breathing should slow. You should focus on falling asleep in the
stretch, on the roller, or on the ball

Not the environment we want to create prior to an intense training session

Some great times to perform your new routine

      Part of a morning ritual
      As part of your cool down
      As a nightly ritual prior to bed

By all means. Include some bodyweight movements and hit some positions in your
warmups

But do not classify this as mobility work 


